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A tantric toss in 元亨利貞

Time ago, Mr. Viktor Yakovlev, reading my phonetic ‘excercise’ [link] poitnted to an 
insightful resemblance between the phonetic old transliteration for 元亨利貞 rendered 
as:

元 >       ŋgon / [ŋ]o[r]
亨 >       qhaŋʔ / [qʰ]aŋʔ
利 >       [b]rids / C.ri[t]-s
貞 >       rteŋ / treŋ

and four sanskrit ‘bījāmantra’, seed-syllables connected to the pañcatathāgata, the “five
tathāgatas,” a grouping of five buddhas important in tantric Buddhism, as appear in 
SARVATATHĀGATATATTVASAMGRAHA1 (the fifth syllable is not considered here):

chinese script devanagari script

元  >  ŋgon hūṃ (ipa ɦũ�ː) > हूँ�� 
亨  > qhaŋʔ  traṃ (ipa t �ɾə̃�) > त्रँ��
利 > [b]rids hrīḥ (ipa ɦɾiːhĭ  ) > ह्रीः�	
貞  >   rteŋ āḥ (ipa ɑːhɑ ) > आः	

the latter, sure, less obvious

 
As insightful as improbable connection, in a gorgeous jet-lag in terms of space / time.
From China to India, from Chinese to Sanskrit, from 7th BCE (ZhouYi presumable era) 
to 7th CE (Sarvatathāgatatattvasamgraha presumable era).

But again, walking throught time, we find Mr. LI DINGZUO 李鼎祚 (8th cent.) evoking 
another stunning link with the disposition of the four characters 元亨利貞 in the same 
cardinal correspondences as usually appear the above bījāmantra too, in their mandala 
disposition, as follow:

transliterations by 潘悟雲 /Baxter-Sagart 

https://processive.wordpress.com/2018/04/24/an-old-chinese-phonological-transcription-of-zhou-yi/
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The ‘mandala’ on the left is made up with the beautiful ‘lantsa’2 script, representing the 
four syllables (plus a central one, the fifth, here not included)3.

These kinds of curious bridges, let me free to tack up a tale, whereas the colorful 
phonetic old chinese, orally squeezed on manuscripts, takes its lethargy apparently lying
dormant for a millennium, and reemerges in the phonic form of deities, as mantras are 
called: “a mantra that contains the name of a god ‘is indeed regarded as embodying the
energy of the god which is activated by pronouncing the formula.”4

Clearly mantras, are rooted in vedic literature, representing the old strata of the Vedas 
(1500ca BCE to 900ca BCE), but is with tantrism that “mantras became particularly 
important in religious practice, with systematic teachings about mantras, the 
mantraśāstra, being developed”5 

“Tantric mantras are a direct development of some earlier vedic ideas regarding the 
power of ritual language. 
A key concern was to uncover the hidden correspondences that obtain among the 
sacrificial ritual, the cosmos, and the microcosm of the human body. These 
correspondences, were believed to be evidenced by a variety of forms of resemblance 
between the things held to be related, including phonetic similarities between the words
for these things, and their division into sets with a similar number and arrangement of
members.”6

I feel comfortable, moving up and down this jet-lag axis.

Without any intention to relate ancient chinese divination practices with tantric ones.

Conversely, I am interested here in a phonic and illocutionary link, as Prof. 
Shaughnessy wrote: “In the hexagram statements of the Changes, the first two words 
yuan heng 元亨 announce the “initial receipt” of the spirits’ favor [in a sort of mirroring
of the querent…:” 尚饗 - would that (the spirit world) receive (our prayer)” and 
exploring the connections among 亨 and 饗]7.

        亨
sud

元 east   west利
north

   貞
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Here I am pleased to note a ‘concurrent’ take in Vedic (mantric) “function of praising a 
deity or beseeching it to accept or be pleased with the gifts or oblations offered is 
stressed in Vedism, whereas that of evocation or identification, or of accomplishing 
some religious or magic task, is more prominent in the Pauranic and still more in the 
Tantric context.”8

Where, for the second couple, 利貞 ‘favourable to divine’ it could represent a sort of 
joyous exclamatory speedway to the ‘good and wrong’ 爻 matters9.

I’m with Shaughnessy again when state: “for a divination manual to advise one that it 
is ‘beneficial to divine’ would seem to be counter intuitive”10.
But, I think that the ancient chinese oral culture, other than meaning-meaning-
everywhere, and especially in a hard ritual context as it was the one in which the 
ZhouYi take place, the chinese there, could really accord to 4 characters among about 
800 (repetitions excluded) the possibility that ‘(illocutionary) content prevailed over 
meaning’. 

As mantras do: “They may invoke a deity or suggest an action, but the mantra does this
through its form, its phonic structure, not by ‘saying something’. Mantras do not 
function ‘nominatively’, to designate something or describe an action, but ‘invocatively’, 
to invoke a deity, or performatively, to bring about a situation, to ‘do’ something.”11

The ‘sonic’ ritualistic habit of 元亨利貞 I imagine, standing on the other way of the “The 
Influence of Buddhist Sanskrit on Chinese” as Xiangdong Shi well synthesizes in his 
paper12.

Notes

1. “in tantric literature, many deities are said to have a “seed syllable” or seed mantra that is visualized and 
recited in liturgy and meditation in order to invoke the deity […] The tantric “seed syllable” is thought to 
contain the essence of the mantra, the letters of which are visualized as standing upright in a circle around
the seed syllable from which the letters emerge and to which they return.”

 “The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism” | Princeton University Press, 2017 - p. 119

> Sarvatathāgatatattvasamgraha: “’Compendium of Principles of All the Tathāgatas’; one of the most 
important Buddhist tantras, whose influence extended through India, China, Japan, and Tibet. Likely dating
from the late seventh century, the text presented a range of doctrines, themes, and practices that would 
come to be regarded as emblematic of tantric practice. […] The full text of the Sarvatathāgatatattva-
samgraha was not translated into Chinese until Dānapāla completed his version in 1015.”

“The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism” | Princeton University Press, 2017 - p. 781

2. for an overview of this script, ref.: http://www.lantsha-vartu.org/lantshascript/index.html

3. In tantric buddhism the buddha field (buddhaksetra) is represented as a mandala with its inhabitant 
deities (devatā).
A buddhaksetra is said to have two aspects, which parallel the division of a world system into a ‘container 
world, world of inanimate objects’ and a ‘world of sentient beings’. As a result of his accumulation of merit, 
his collection of knowledge, and his specific vow, when a buddha achieves enlightenment, a “container” or 

http://www.lantsha-vartu.org/lantshascript/index.html
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“inanimate” world is produced in the form of a field where the buddha leads beings to enlightenment.
The sonic source of the mandala and the deities that inhabit it is a “seed syllable” (bīja).
The seed syllable is then visualized as transforming into the mandala and its divine inhabitants, each of 
which often has its own seed syllable. At the end of the ritual, the process is reversed and collapsed back 
into the seed syllable that then dissolves back into the nondual original expanse.

“The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism” | Princeton University Press, 2017 - p. 119/153

4. Jan Gonda, “The Indian Mantra” | Oriens, Vol. 16/1 | Brill, 1963

5. Gavin Flood, Preface to “Tantric Mantras” - André Padoux | Routledge, 2011

6. Robert A.Yelle, “Explaining mantras” | Routledge, 2003

7. Edward L. Shaughnessy, “Unearthing the Changes” | Columbia University Press, 2014 pp. 30-35

8. André Padoux, “Mantra” in “The Blackwell Companion to Hinduism” ch.22 | Blackwell Publishing, 2003

9. as a delightful conclusion “an offering has been given and accepted, and that after that the tortoise 
oracle could be consulted, knowing that a positive outcome would be guaranteed” as Harmen Mesker write 
in his “The Yijing as oracle bone’s sidekick” here in link.

10. “Unearthing the Changes”, cit.

11. in “Tantric Mantras”, cit.

12. Xiangdong Shi, “The Influence of Buddhist Sanskrit on Chinese” in “The Oxford Handbook of Chinese 
Linguistics” ch.18 | Oxford University Press, 2015

 

§§§

For the sake of my curiosity I tried to verify the occurence of the above seed-syllables 
in the Vedas.
I did not find any evidence, but my efforts are clearly conditioned by my knowledge 
limits.
Otherwise, it has been a gorgeous occasion to delve in the digital-facilities and corpus 
availables.
Below the resources I used in this paper.

https://www.yjcn.nl/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/The-Yijing-as-oracle-bone%E2%80%99s-sidekick-Harmen-Mesker.pdf
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- Sanskrit lexicons by the Institute of Indology and Tamil Studies, Cologne University.
>>> https://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de

- GRETIL - Göttingen Register of Electronic Texts in Indian Languages
>>> http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gretil.html
and
- A Vedic concordance
Based on Bloomfield, Maurice: A Vedic concordance (Harvard Oriental Series 10). 
Cambridge, Mass. : 1906
Input by Marco Franceschini [GRETIL-Version vom 04.11.2016]
>>> http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gretil/6_sres/1_comp/vedconc_u.htm

[copied in excel, more apted to ‘regular expression’ search]

- Rig-Veda parallel editions search by Kevin M. Ryan, Department of Linguistics 
Harvard University
>>> https://meluhha.com/rv/

- The Rigveda, Metrically Restored Text by Karen Thomson and Jonathan Slocum at 
Linguistics Research Center University of Texas at Austin
>>> https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/lrc/rigveda/index.php

- RIVELEX - A Rigvedic Lexicon vol. 1 e 2. (E-Book Version) by Thomas Krisch | 
Leykam Buchverlagsgesellschaft, 2012

- Thesaurus Indogermanischer Text ‘TITUS’
>>> http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/indexe.htm?/texte/texte2.htm#ved

- the useful converter and tools by Vinodh Rajan [http://www.virtualvinodh.com/]
>>> https://aksharamukha.appspot.com/converter

- the encoder/parser tool by the Department of Sanskrit Studies, University of 
Hyderabad (with lots of useful resources)
>>> http://sanskrit.uohyd.ac.in/scl/SHMT/index.html

- the ‘unmissable’ Lexilogos’ keyboard 
>>> https://www.lexilogos.com/keyboard/sanskrit_devanagari.htm

https://www.lexilogos.com/keyboard/sanskrit_devanagari.htm
http://sanskrit.uohyd.ac.in/scl/SHMT/index.html
https://aksharamukha.appspot.com/converter
http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/indexe.htm?/texte/texte2.htm#ved
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/lrc/rigveda/index.php
https://meluhha.com/rv/
http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gretil/6_sres/1_comp/vedconc_u.htm
http://gretil.sub.uni-goettingen.de/gretil.html
https://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/scans/MWScan/tamil/index.html

